
It is a good idea to collect patient experience data a bit earlier on prior to running the pdsa and change 
intervention . We did not have an overall process map for the service which would have been helpful from 
the start as this would have informed where to start with changing the system.  Meetings will now be set up 
with other departments to speak more about QI and to ensure we work as a whole system rather than 
effecting change in isolation in Psychology. We will all share QI ideas and work. 
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This quality improvement project was undertaken in the Psychology Department at St Johns Hospital in 
West Lothian. It involved the  Adult Mental Health Psychological Therapies  Clinical Team  & Administration 
staff.   

Waiting times for first assessment appointments were too 
high in the Dept and depended on clinicians finding time in  
their busy schedule. Following a brain storming session with 
the team, a decision was made to introduce a PDSA changing 
our opt-in apt. system to PFB with weekly assessment clinics 
split into moderate, complex and (joint) complex 
presentations. This was to provide patient choice in time and 
date of apt. and to ensure regular slots were available to all.  

We would like all patients to have a first assessment appointment within 6 weeks of referral. This requires 
an efficient process of appointments handling and also regular available clinical slots for assessment. This 
should benefit patients as they choose the most convenient slot for their appointments and are seen soon 
after referral for signposting and advice. Problems encountered were that the MDT triage process changed 
during this QI project and the number of referrals coming  in increased  at times due to this causing waiting 
times to increase temporarily. We will continue to monitor the data and effect change in further pdsa cycles 
as required. In addition, we will gather more patient data  as our DNA/CNA rate is still  relatively high.  

To reduce waiting times and DNA/CNA rates for first assessment appointments in the WL Psychology Dept.  
Patients would receive a letter within 7 days of referral  & could choose their appointments. 

We have collected patient experience feedback from regular attendees asking what they get from coming 
along regularly to their appointments and have discussed in team meetings.      

We saw waiting times for first assessments starting to  
drop via TRAK data. Outcome Measure – Waiting times 
per week; Process Measure - Patient experience 
interviews; Balancing Measure – reduction of a clinic for 
moderate presentations once a week as those with 
complex presentations were waiting much longer in a 
further pdsa. 

WHAT WORKS WITH OUR ASSESSMENT PROCESS? WHAT DOES NOT WORK WITH OUR ASSESSMENT 

PROCESS? 

Flexible- Assessments waiting can be used to fill 

clinician’s diaries if spaces. 

Long wait list 

PFB process fro Signposting apts. allows patients 

choice of apt. Reducing DNA/CNA 

Very little to refer onto whilst waiting 

Patients receive benefit from initial 

understanding of problem  

Patients can be distressed by length of time 

between assessment and treatment 

The trail of joint assessments useful and might 

reduce number needing 2nd assessment  

Making decisions alone – need more 

collaboration 

Clinicians have no set capacity for assessment 

slots  

Patients are not always seen in order of referral 

After opt in slip returned, patients often wait 

weeks for an appointment slot 


